Introduction and epidemiology

Gastroschisis is the most common congenital abdominal wall defect with an incidence of 3 to 9 cases per 10,000 live births that is increasing worldwide (1-9). Males are predominantly more affected than females (1). At 4 weeks of gestation the abdominal wall forms and during the 6th week the midgut herniates into the umbilical cord due to rapid intestinal and liver growth (2). By the 10th week, the midgut is supposed to return to the abdominal cavity. Gastroschisis occurs when the abdominal organs fail to return to the abdominal cavity. Risk factors for gastroschisis include young maternal age, smoking and infection (8,10). There are many theories about the etiology of gastroschisis including vascular injury, abnormalities of ventral wall folding, and failure of the yolk sac to insert, however, no one theory has been verified (2,4,9). The ventral defect associated with gastroschisis is less than 4 cm in diameter and there is no membrane covering the intestines (Figure 1).
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Complicated and uncomplicated gastroschisis

Gastroschisis can be categorized into complicated and uncomplicated. Complicated gastroschisis is gastroschisis associated with a gastrointestinal condition such as atresia, perforation, stenosis, volvulus, or necrosis whereas simple or uncomplicated gastroschisis is not associated with these pathologies (1,5,6,11,12). In addition, complicated gastroschisis is associated with increased morbidity and mortality when compared to uncomplicated gastroschisis (1,4-7,11). Molik et al. found that neonates who presented with complicated gastroschisis had more days on mechanical ventilation, an extended period of adynamic ileus, longer hospitalizations, and a longer time delay before tolerating full enteral feeds (5). Arnold et al. experienced similar results as well as noting increased gastrointestinal, respiratory and infectious complications (11). Studies have shown that bowel dilatation on ultrasound is predictive of complicated gastroschisis (6,7,13).

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of gastroschisis occurs via ultrasound typically in the second trimester (2,8,13). Due to the risk of intrauterine growth retardation, it is recommended that all fetuses with gastroschisis be monitored with serial growth ultrasounds (13). In addition, in fetuses where there is no other indications for earlier evaluation, at 32–34 weeks biweekly antepartum fetal heart rate testing is conducted (13). The optimal timing for delivery is still debated. Current theories suggest that prolonged bowel exposure to amniotic fluid is associated with hazardous effects on the developing bowel and early delivery may improve neonatal gut function (9,14,15). Other studies show no difference between neonates born preterm (<37 weeks) and 38 weeks or longer (13,16,17). A large, multi-institutional, retrospective cohort study by Cain et al. demonstrated that as gestational age increased, there was a decreased length of stay and lower inpatient medical cost (9). In addition, neonates born at 37–38 weeks had decreased rates of jaundice and respiratory distress syndrome (9,13). More recently, Carnaghan et al. demonstrated that neonates born electively before 37 weeks were associated with an increased incidence of neonatal sepsis and prolonged length of stay while Shamshirsaz et al. showed a significant increase in the rate of late-onset neonatal sepsis in neonates born at 34 weeks gestation (13-15). On the other hand, expectant management to full term has been associated with increased risk of bowel damage, neonatal sepsis, and death (13). Currently, the standard of care is for elective delivery at 37–38 weeks (13,14).

Management of gastroschisis

All gastroschisis patients should be managed in a neonatal intensive care unit under the close guidance of neonatal intensivists, respiratory therapists, and pediatric surgeons. Initial management of gastroschisis includes bowel protection with a translucent bag, temperature regulation and homeostasis, and reduction of evaporative losses (1,19,22,23) (Figure 2). An initial examination of the intestines is required to rule out obvious findings like atresia or volvulus. An orogastric tube is placed...
for proximal decompression (24). Intravenous access is obtained for fluid resuscitation with a peripherally inserted central catheter placed for eventual initiation of total parental nutrition (21). While some institutions routinely place neonates on mechanical intubation, others elect to maintain spontaneous ventilation whenever possible (10,19,21,23-25).

Surgical repair of gastroschisis can be approached through either a primary or a delayed repair. Sandler et al. pioneered the use of the sutureless technique which can be used in primary or delayed repair of gastroschisis (26). In a primary repair, the bowel is reduced, ideally in its anatomic location, followed by placement of the remaining umbilical cord over the defect and the application of an occlusive dressing such as Tegaderm (19,22,24,26) (Figure 3). Distal decompression of the colon can sometimes reduce the size of the bowel and increase the chances of primary reduction (Figure 4). Given that this approach can be performed at bedside without the use of general anesthesia and sometimes without mechanical ventilation, the sutureless technique has become a popular method for surgical management of gastroschisis over the past decade (23). Alternatively, when the surgeon is unable to reduce the abdominal contents, a delayed repair can be performed in which the intestines are placed in a silastic silo and gradually reduced into the abdominal cavity (21,23-25). Once the reduction is complete, the sutureless method can then be applied by placing a Mepilex/Mepitel pad and Tegaderm dressing over the abdominal defect (24) (Figure 5). Dressings are left in place and replaced every 4–5 days until epithelization occurs after which petroleum ointment and a light gauze dressing is utilized. Delayed repair of gastroschisis is often utilized when the bowel is thickened or dilated and reduction of the intestines causes significant respiratory compromise and/or abdominal compartment syndrome.

**Outcomes of gastroschisis sutureless closure methods**

Challenges exist in associating outcomes with method of closure given the relative rarity of this disease and
the difficulty with adequately powering the study and subsequent subgroup analysis. Most analyses compare sutureless versus sutured repair involving simple gastrochisis and evidence is typically low-grade. However, since sutureless closure has been in practice, studies related to outcomes of gastrochisis sutureless closure frequently analyze time on ventilator, time to reach full enteral feeds (or other related nutritional goals), length of stay, and other complications associated with sutureless closure.

**Mortality**

Overall mortality of patients with gastrochisis undergoing sutureless versus sutured closure is reported to be comparable between the two groups (27,28).

**Time on ventilator**

Sutureless closure of gastrochisis has been found to be associated with shorter time on the ventilator. As compared to patients undergoing fascial closure, those who had sutureless closure spent at least one day fewer on the ventilator (3,28-31). A prospective randomized control trial demonstrated a similar finding, although the difference was not significant (32). A subgroup analysis of primary sutured versus sutureless closure suggested that while days on the ventilator was not significantly different, there was a significantly higher amount of patients requiring a ventilator in those who underwent primary sutured repair (84% vs. 46%) (33). A retrospective case control study suggested that use of silo reduction independently increased time to extubation (24).

**Time to nutritional goals**

Patients reaching nutritional goals—time to reach full enteral feeds time requiring total parenteral nutrition, time to initiating feeds—has been shown to be comparable between sutured and sutureless closure. The amount of time patients were given TPN prior to replacement by enteral feeds was comparable between sutureless (or flap) closure and sutured (or fascial) closure in both a systematic review and meta-analysis, and more recent retrospective case control studies (3,28,29). Subgroup analysis of primary sutured versus sutureless closure suggested shorter total time on TPN for primary sutured closure (18 vs. 24 days); comparison of delayed sutured versus sutureless closure revealed no difference, a parallel finding to the overall analysis between cohorts (33).

Time to reach full enteral feeds appears to be comparable between groups, although variability has been reported. A randomized control trial showed longer time for the sutureless cohort to reach full enteral feeds (45 vs. 28 days), although many of these patients required silo reduction which resulted in bigger defects, which other authors have reported as a risk factor for longer time to achieve enteral
autonomy (24,32,34). The most recent retrospective review from the Midwest Pediatric Surgery Consortium also appeared to have a trend towards longer time to reach full feeds in a sutureless group, but this difference was not significant (33).

Time to discharge from neonatal intensive care unit

Most studies conclude that sutureless closure does not have a significant difference in length of stay in the NICU compared to sutured closure (3,24,28,30,31). While sutureless closure may contribute to a longer length of stay seen in a randomized control trial (49 vs. 31 days), the authors believed this could be due to a non-standardized length of time for patients to remain with a silo in place (32). Subgroup analysis for a retrospective cohort review showed that there was a similar length of stay between patients that had a silo in place and method of closure (36 days sutureless vs. 33.5 days sutured), but there was no analysis between patients with silo and without silo, as it could have served as a confounding factor (33).

Rate of complications

Abdominal compartment syndrome

Abdominal compartment syndrome is a feared complication of gastroschisis reduction and closure. The actual incidence of compartment syndrome is unknown and appears to be quite rare, but delayed closure is believed to reduce the risk of compartment syndrome (35-37). A national observational study from the United Kingdom demonstrated two incidents of abdominal compartment syndrome out of 381 cases (12). Studies have described this complication in both methods of closure (31-34).

Wound complications

While recent retrospective cohort reviews found no difference in wound infections between sutured and sutureless closure, meta-analyses suggest that sutured closure may put patients at a higher risk of developing superficial or deep tissue infections (3,27,28,31,33). Two meta-analyses found odds ratios of 0.24 and 0.40 for wound infections after plastic closure (or sutureless closure); subgroup analysis after silo placement also favored the sutureless closure cohort (27,28). Bruzoni et al. in the randomized control trial also found an increased incidence in wound infection in sutured versus sutureless closure patients (55% vs. 21%). After closure, patients with sutured closure were found to be more likely to be on antibiotics, which may falsely lower the wound infection rate (33).

Umbilical hernias requiring operative repair

The incidence of umbilical hernias requiring operative repair appears to be quite variable (Figure 6). Over a 10-year period, a retrospective review found that sutureless closure was more likely to result in an umbilical hernia requiring reoperation at a median age of 13 months (3). A meta-analysis incorporating 12 studies found that while sutureless closure was more likely to result in an umbilical hernia, analyzed studies suggested that sutured repair was more likely to require reoperation (41% vs. 19%); however, the length of follow up was quite variable across all studies.
analyzed (28).

Conclusions
In conclusion, gastroschisis is a congenital gastrointestinal disorder that has varying degrees of presentations and when complicated increases the morbidity and mortality of patients. Management of gastroschisis includes temperature regulation, bowel protection, hydration and should be a coordinated effort between neonatal intensivists, respiratory therapists and the pediatric surgery team. Closure of the gastroschisis defect has evolved to a bedside procedure using a sutureless method in which the bowel is reduced, the umbilical cord is used as a covering and then a dressing is applied. This method has limited neonatal exposure to general anesthesia and decreased the need for mechanical ventilation.

While abdominal compartment syndrome can occur, it is rare and can be managed by placing the bowel in a silo, followed by a gradual reduction of the intestines and then utilization of the sutureless method. When comparing sutureless and sutured methods, there is no significance difference in terms of wound infection, time to enteral feeding or time to discharge from the NICU. After the patient has fully healed, cases of umbilical hernias are reported, however, the need for operative intervention varies. Overall, the sutureless method is a successful and viable method for the management of gastroschisis.
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